Introduction
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What Our Sixth Form Students Say
“I really like the independence that we have in sixth form and our
study periods. It allows us to do more work at school, enabling us to
have time for extra-curricular activities.”
“I

love the colourful and spacious common room and the opportunity to

play music at break time , it creates a happy and healthy atmosphere.”

“The great thing about Derby High is that teachers recognise learning is
more than getting a qualification, it’s about equipping each and every
student with skills that will be invaluable to them in their lifetime.”

“I like having more independence, allowing us to prepare for
university and learning how to manage our time efficiently.”

“There is a very good social environment in the common room.”
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Welcome to Derby High Sixth Form
Here at Derby High Sixth Form we pride ourselves
on providing an exemplary all round education.
First and foremost, we enjoy the best exam results
in Derby and the surrounding area, with over three
quarters of A Level grades at A*-B in recent years.
This allows our students to progress to an
incredible range of university destinations. Most
years about a third of our students go into clinical
careers such as Medicine, Dentistry, Physiotherapy
and Veterinary Science. A number of our students
have also gone on to prestigious apprenticeships.
However, academic success alone does not make
rounded young people ready to take on the
challenges of the future. We live in a dynamic and
ever changing world, which we must prepare our
students for. This is why we ensure that our sixth
form provides a base from which our students can
nurture and develop their skills and abilities across
a spectrum of areas alongside the classroom. From
the sports field to the stage, from the peaks of the
Yorkshire Dales on Duke of Edinburgh expeditions
to the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, and from
visiting talks from MPs to rousing speeches as part
of the ARTiculation competition, we provide our
sixth formers with the opportunities to thrive in
their areas of interest.

“We pride ourselves on
providing an exemplary
all round education”.

Our sixth formers are the heartbeat of our school. Our prefects take on a wide range of
responsibilities that imbues them with the skills and confidence to prosper at university
or on apprenticeship schemes. The common room is always a hive of activity, with house
events being organised, assemblies being planned and charity projects being mapped
out. With all the academic, super-curricular and extra-curricular demands of sixth form
life, we are always mindful of the potential stresses of the A Level years. We know that
keeping our students happy and healthy is the cornerstone of a successful sixth form.
Hence why we ensure there is an experienced pastoral team always ready to offer
guidance and support. This includes myself and Mrs Goodman, Deputy Head of Sixth
Form, the tutor team, our School Chaplain Jo Whitehead and also our Wellbeing Prefect
team. Our sixth formers are a better advert for the school than anything that I could
write. It is truly a privilege to work alongside them at Derby High School.
Mr J. Gallagher Head of Sixth Form
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Welcome From Our Sixth Form
Derby High Sixth Form: an exciting, welcoming
environment for your vital A-Level years. With a
fantastic staff network and a friendly school
community, we feel well supported as we make the
jump from Senior School to Sixth Form.
Our Sixth Form block is always a hive of activity, with
our vibrant and social common room, alongside quiet
study spaces and areas for group work. L6 and U6
share the common room, allowing U6 to advise and
support the younger year, from subject help to
university application advice. The shared space,
separate from the rest of the school, provides a
unique space for both personal revision and
collaborative work, but having lessons in the main
school building allows us to stay connected to the rest
of the school community.
Much like in Senior School, Sixth Formers are in small
year group forms and assigned a tutor, who manages
your well-being and gives guidance when the time
comes to think about your future beyond Derby High.
The guidance from teachers extends beyond academic
help, with regular ‘check ins’ with form tutors,
ensuring that we are able to make the most of our
Sixth Form experience.

‘An exciting, welcoming
environment for your vital
A-Level years.
Head Prefects

In Sixth Form, we enjoy privileges such as a private kitchen, as well as the ability to play music during
break and lunch times. Both L6 and U6 also have the freedom to leave school during lunchtimes too.
Our active engagement with the rest of the school is a unique part of Derby High’s Sixth Form and as
the oldest members of the school; we are able to take on a range of responsibilities, from taking
prospective parents on tours, and mentoring and inspiring younger students, to arranging house
events, charity events and clubs.

Although academic standards are high in A-Level studies, we are encouraged to expand our
transferable skills and grow outside of the classroom. Our ‘Truly Educated’ sessions help us develop
skills and knowledge for life beyond school, with activities such as hearing guest speakers from local
universities, developing personal statements and CVs, interview skills sessions and keeping up with
current affairs.
Whilst sixth formers at Derby High are always encouraged to achieve academic success, we are most
importantly equipped with the vital life skills and knowledge to help each of us reach our full potential.
Clara and Lauren, Head Prefects
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Life at Derby High Sixth Form
Our students receive substantial support with their A Level choices whilst studying for their GCSEs,
taking into account their current strengths and weaknesses as well as their potential to study subjects
at A Level.
Where a chosen career path requires particular A Levels we advise students accordingly and where this
is not the case the guiding principle is for each individual to take subjects they have a genuine interest
in and in which they are already successful. Students are encouraged to ask for guidance about
particular A Level combinations if they are not sure.
It is our expectation that the vast majority of our students will complete three A Levels alongside
valued enrichment opportunities. Our sixth formers are able to start four A Levels, if they are
undecided and want to try subjects out for a half term, before settling on three. A small number of
students pursue four A Levels at Derby High, where it has been agreed that this is right for the
individual. Universities require three good A Levels for entry; both universities and employers place an
increasing importance on the additional transferable skills learnt via enrichment activities. Given the
recent significant changes to the A Level structure, completing three A Levels successfully is the
expectation.
Our specialist A Level teachers have expert subject knowledge and an excellent track record in
achieving the best results for individuals. Our sixth form leavers always mention the extremely high
levels of support they have received from teaching staff, when asked about their experience of
studying for A Levels at Derby High.
It is, however, worth remembering that A Level study is at its most effective when students actively
take the lead with their learning and undertake additional study and wider reading. Derby High
students are encouraged to develop this more independent approach, which prepares them for life
beyond school.
Sixth form students at Derby High are renowned for success in many different fields of achievement.
They gain places at top universities and prestigious apprenticeships and subsequently pursue careers in
a wide variety of professions. At school they make friendships that will last to university and beyond.
It is never too soon to start making plans for university study but the formal UCAS process starts after
Christmas in L6, when we begin to research universities and make initial plans about possible courses
and alternative pathways (including apprenticeships and employment). Whilst still in the minority,
more students than ever are pursuing alternatives to university, this usually means Higher
Apprenticeships, additional training or employment. Students considering these pathways receive as
much input and guidance as those applying to university. Preparing a personal statement, alongside
evidence of skills valued by employers and a CV, is important for these students. We have a large and
increasing network of local contacts who are keen to engage with our students and to offer guidance.
We include:
 A visit to a local University;
 Information meeting for parents about the university application process;
 Registration on UCAS Apply when it comes online in June (L6);
 Guidance sessions on writing personal statements;
 Clear advice and information about the submission of applications;
 Mock interviews for all students who need them (not all courses interview);
 Support on Results Day as required.
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Students aiming to study the highly competitive EARLY entry courses (medicine, veterinary, Oxbridge)
are identified early in the sixth form and are advised of the key deadlines and requirements (e.g. work
experience, appropriate preparation courses and special entrance tests) for their chosen courses. Our
medics and lawyers benefit from longstanding contacts and partnerships including those at the Royal
Derby Hospital and local law firms. Visiting academic speakers, Junior Doctors, Consultants, Barristers
amongst others, talk about their roles and the realities of working in their field. Students will have at
least one mock interview/assessment procedure with professionals in their chosen field, whether
traditional, MMI (multiple mini-interviews) or Oxbridge format. Derby High has an excellent track
record of assisting students with successful applications to these courses at a wide range of
institutions.
We inform and advise students who wish to apply to Oxford or Cambridge of the key deadlines and
requirements (e.g. admissions tests, submission of sample work etc). Students have opportunities to
go on residential visits and can attend seminars aimed at informing applicants about how to make an
effective application. All students called for interview will have mock interview practice related to their
area of study.
Every member of our Sixth Form has the opportunity to develop their leadership potential by taking on
a position of responsibility in the school. Roles range from those which are long established, such as
Head Prefect and House Captain, to more innovative ones which reflect the skills and qualities of the
students in the year group. Students volunteer for these roles and there is a concerted effort made to
match the student with a suitable role. All sixth formers undertake prefect duties and are role models
for the younger students in a host of ways. These opportunities mean that our sixth form students
have a wide range of experiences from which to draw when making applications in the future and
confidence as they move into the next stage of their lives.
Our overall aim is to interact with our sixth formers as young adults to foster an atmosphere of
maturity and mutual respect. Additional responsibilities come with greater freedom to manage their
own time effectively. Sixth formers are allowed out of school at lunchtime and during study periods for
work experience and driving lessons. They are also permitted to use their own laptops and mobile
devices within the Sixth Form area. Our navy suit allows a greater degree of personal choice whilst
ensuring that a smart, business like, uniform look is easily achieved when required.
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Subjects
Students are encouraged to study 3 A Levels plus their choice from the comprehensive
enrichment programme offered.
The following subjects are offered at A Level:





















Art and Design
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Economics
English Language & Literature
French
Geography
German
History
Mathematics
Further Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Politics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Spanish
Theatre Studies
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BOARD
OCR

Art & Design

Linear A Level

Why study art & design?
“I enjoy studying art & design
because I get to explore my
imagination and am allowed a
lot of creative freedom with my
work”
For A Level you may choose one of the following areas of study:
Fine Art, with specialisms such as Painting, Drawing, Printmaking (relief, intaglio and mono print)
and Alternative Media.
Textile Design, with specialisms such as Constructed (knit, weave, felt, embroidery, appliqué), Dyed,
Installed, Expressive Textiles.
Graphic Communication with specialism in advertising, image and typography (using photography,
ICT, layout, marketing tools).
Three Dimensional Design: Product Design and Realisation. Problem solving by designing/creating
products which have a functional role. The following are some of the techniques available to learners:
drawing, modelling, construction, metal working, computer-aided design, assemblage, laser cutting, 3D
printing, and mixed-media applications.
Year

Component

1

Portfolio

2

Personal
Investigation

2

Controlled
Assignment

Subject content

A portfolio of work from starting points, topics or themes.
The focus is on including work that shows exploration,
research, acquisition of techniques and skills.
Candidates submit one major project which has a personal
significance. The investigation includes a related personal
study that must be between 1000-3000 words.
6 weeks preparation followed by 15 hours controlled time
to fulfil a task set by the exam board.

%
weighting

Not externally
assessed.
60
40

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.ocr.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
It would be helpful if you have studied Art or Design Technology at GCSE level although this is not a
requirement. If you have not studied either subject at GCSE level you may be required to bring in a
portfolio of work.
Study beyond the classroom:
Visits to museums, local galleries and workshops.
To be a successful Art & Design student you need to:
Have a passion for Art & Design, be motivated and prepared to work outside of curriculum time.
Students who have studied Art & Design at Derby High have gone on to:
Fashion design, print, film making, illustration, graphics, animation, history of art, museum curating,
marketing and interior design.

Mrs S Martin-Smith, Head of Art and Design Technology
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Biology

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study biology?

“I enjoy studying biology because we get to learn about how all
sorts of living things work . There are loads of interesting
experiments as well as opportunities to do field work and
dissections.”
Component

1
2
3

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours

Content from topics 1 – 4, including relevant
practical skills.

35

Content from topics 5 – 8, including relevant
practical skills.

35

Content from topics 1 – 8, including relevant
practical skills.

30

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
Due to the demands of the course, it is highly recommended that students should have grade 7 or
above in GCSE Biology PLUS GCSE Chemistry and Mathematics at grade 6 or above.
Study beyond the classroom:
There are 2 days of compulsory fieldwork. These will cover part of the practical endorsement for the
subject. Therefore, it is essential that all candidates participate in the fieldtrips which may take place
out of school time. Students will be required to pay for excursions.
You should have a broad interest in the subject and the specific topic areas, and keep yourself
informed of current biological advancements. Background reading is imperative.
To be a successful Biologist you need to:
Be inquisitive, persevere when things get challenging, be hard-working, have confidence in your
scientific ability, be able to be creative and “think outside the box”, be sceptical yet open-minded and
consider morals and ethics surrounding certain aspects of the course. In addition to this, a good
biologist should listen to others' views and examine them thoroughly, be excellent at organising their
notes, work efficiently and manage their time effectively.
The CGP ‘Head Start to A level Biology’ guide (approx. £4.95) may be of interest for those wishing to
bridge the gap between GCSE and A level.
Students who have studied Biology at Derby High have gone on to:
Veterinary science, medicine, dentistry, optometry, biomedical science, neuroscience, nursing,
physiotherapy, pharmacy, anatomy, physiology, sports science, teaching and working in industry.

Mrs C Wood, Head of Biology
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Business

BOARD
Edexcel

Linear A Level

Why study business?

“I enjoy studying business, keeping up with current affairs and
the global economy.”
Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

1

Written Exam
2 hours

Marketing, people and global businesses
Themes 1 and 4

35%

2

Written Exam
2 hours

Business activities, decisions and strategy
Themes 2 and 3

35%

3

Written Exam
2 hours

Investigating business in a competitive
environment
Themes 1,2,3 and 4, Pre-release

30%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers.

Subject specific entry requirements:
Grade 5 in a written subject with a grade 5 in a quantitative subject. There are some numerical
calculations, but provided that you can add, multiply, subtract, divide and do percentage calculations
you will be fine.
Study beyond the classroom:
Being prepared to keep up to date with the business news and what is happening in the global
economy and take an interest in current affairs.
To be a successful Business student you need to:
Have an interest in the subject area, keep yourself informed of current business issues and be ready to
learn an exciting mix of marketing, production, finance and human resource management.
Students who have studied Business have gone on to:
Study law, economics, management, business, accountancy or politics at university.

Mr G King, Head of Social Sciences
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Chemistry

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study chemistry?

“I enjoy studying chemistry because you get to do practicals
throughout the entire course , which really helps with the
theory side .”
Component

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours

Relevant physical chemistry topics and
inorganic chemistry

35%

Relevant physical chemistry topics and
organic chemistry

35%

All content and practical skills

30%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
You will need grade 7 in GCSE or IGCSE chemistry or grades 7 in GCSE combined science. A certain
amount of mathematics is involved, so those with a good GCSE in mathematics (grade 6 or above) will
start with an advantage.
To be a successful chemist you need to:
 Be a logical thinker
 Have good mathematical skills
 Be good at making observations and analysing data.
Students who have studied chemistry at Derby High have gone on to:
Study medicine, veterinary science, life sciences, engineering, pharmacy and pure chemistry at
university.
Direct entry into employment, especially into the scientific and related sectors.

Dr J Myers, Head of Chemistry
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Economics

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study Economics?

“Economics gives me a good understanding of how the world
works with a focus on current affairs.”

%
weighting

Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

1

Written exam:
2 hours

Markets and Market Failure
Units 1 & 3

1/3

2

Written exam:
2 hours

National and International Economy
Units 2 & 4

1/3

3

Multiple Choice &
Written exam:
2 hours

Economic Principles and Issues
Units 1 & 3

1/3

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/economics

Subject specific entry requirements:
Economics at A-level covers broad skills and students should ideally have grade 5 in maths and English
subjects or equivalents to ensure that they do not struggle with the content.
Those students looking to take economics at degree level may also consider A-level maths to
accompany economics, depending on the choice of university.
Study beyond the classroom:
Students of economics should have a keen and active interest in what is happening in the global and
local economy. We will always study the economic theory of the classroom in comparison to what is
happening in world economic affairs and use these as a basis for our discussions.
To be a successful Economics student you need to:
Be inquisitive about what is happening in the world and why and be able to explain our position in
different markets. Good economists will be able to use evidence and theory to develop a perspective
and opinion on government policy and business decision-making.
Students who have studied Economics have gone on to:
Economics is a broad subject and so the opportunities after A-Level are wide. Students will develop
sound analytical skills making degrees in Finance, Politics, Law and Management as relevant options. In
careers, roles in government policy, financial planning and accountancy are all logical steps for those
with an interest and aptitude for economics.

Mr G King, Head of Social Sciences
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BOARD
OCR

English Language and Literature

Linear A Level

Why study English language and literature?

“The course is a fresh and stimulating approach, enabling you to
develop the analytical tools to explore language choices in detail and to
become confident and insightful readers, as well as develop your own
creative writing.”
Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

1

Closed text 32 marks
Written paper: 1 hour

Exploring non-fiction and spoken texts:
Focuses on anthology of 20 non-fiction spoken and written texts
across different time periods and contexts. Comparative and
contextual study based on the anthology and unseen texts.

16% of
A Level

2

Closed text 64 marks
Written paper: 2
hours

The language of poetry and plays:
Focuses on one poetry collection and one drama text . Exploration
of the texts through stylistic and dramatic analysis.

32% of
A Level

3

Open text 64 marks
Written paper: 2
hours

Reading as a writer, writing as a reader:
Focuses on exploring the nature of narrative in one prose fiction
text from a choice of six. Writing as a reader develops the
understanding of narrative technique through a creative writing
task (500 words) and a commentary (250 words).

32% of
A Level

Non-exam
assessment: 40 marks

Independent study: analysing and producing texts
Independent study allowing learners to pursue particular interests
and develop their expertise through an analytical comparative
essay on a set text from a list of 12 non-fiction texts and a second
free choice text. One text must be post-2000.
Learners also produce a piece of original non-fiction writing

20% of
A Level

4

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/english-language-and-literature-emc-h074-h474-from-2015/

Subject specific entry requirements:
Minimum Grade 6 (formerly grade B) in English Language and English Literature.
Study beyond the classroom:
Theatre visits, lecture days, visiting speakers.

To be a successful English student you need to:
Enjoy reading; express your ideas clearly; plan an argument; explore ways in which texts can be
interpreted; show creativity and imagination in the production of your own text; enjoy debating a
critical viewpoint; show willingness to examine how texts have been written; explore the social
contexts of texts.
Students who have studied English at Derby High have gone on to:
Acting, journalism, teaching, social work, law, advertising, publishing, public relations, marketing.

Mrs J Webster, Head of English
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Geography

BOARD
OCR

Linear A Level

Why study geography?

“I enjoy studying geography because the teachers are so supportive
with an excellent sense of humour, their passion for the subject is
truly infectious.”
Component

Nature of assessment

01
Physical
Systems

Written paper
1 hour 30 minutes

02
Human
Interactions
03
Geographical
debates
04
Investigative
geography

Written paper
1 hour 30 minutes
Written paper
2 hours 30 minutes
Coursework

%
weighting

Subject content
Physical geography including:
 Coastal Landscapes
 The Water and Carbon Cycles

22%

Human geography including:
 Changing Spaces; Making Places
 Global Migration
 Powers and Borders
In depth study of two contemporary issues:
 The Future of Food
 Hazardous Earth
An independent investigation linked to any aspect of the
specification. Written up as a 4,000 word piece.

22%

36%

20%

If you would like further information about the course, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web
page at: http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-geography-h081-h481-from-2016/

Subject specific entry requirements:
Grade 6 or above at GCSE level. Good grades in English and Mathematics (grades 6 and above), will also
help.
Study beyond the classroom:
There are 4 days of compulsory fieldwork, data from which is highly likely to be used in Component 04,
Investigative geography. Therefore all candidates are required to participate in fieldtrips which may
take place out of school time. Some of these trips could be residential. Students will be required to pay
for excursions.
To be a successful geography student you need to:
Have a curiosity about the world and an awareness of current geographical events. You must be able to
express your ideas articulately and concisely and be able to carry out statistical calculations. A strong
place knowledge, a habit of wider reading and a love of fieldwork in urban and rural environments will
be essential.
Students who have studied geography at Derby High have gone on to:
Complete either science or arts degrees in environmental science, town planning, teaching, geology,
law conversion and journalism.

Mr J Gallagher, Head of Geography
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History

BOARD
OCR

Linear A level

Why study history?

“I enjoy studying history because it makes me think rather than
just accept things. It also gives me a better understanding of the
world we live in .”
Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

1

Written exam.
1 hours and 30
minutes

Britain 1930—1997
Enquiry topic: Churchill 1930—1951

25%

2

Written exam.
1 hour

African Kingdoms c.1400—c.1800
Four case studies

15%

3

Written exam.
2 hours and 30
minutes

The Middle East 1908—2011
Ottomans to Arab Spring

40%

4

Individual essay of
3000 to 4000 words,
on a topic of your
choice, or that arises
from the taught
components.

20%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.ocr.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
Minimum grade 6 at GCSE, ideally higher.
Study beyond the classroom:
Annual conferences with leading academics in these fields.
Extra-curricular film club opportunities.
Subscription to journals and periodicals is provided by school and students are expected to read
beyond the exam syllabus.
To be a successful historian you need to:
Be prepared to read widely.
Be prepared to discuss, debate, disagree and change your mind!
Be prepared to engage in varied and challenging and fun activities.
Students who have studied history have gone on to:
University studies in history and archaeology, to PhD level, politics, business, marketing, law, and
journalism. Careers in banking, television, radio, film production, national and local government, law,
social work, education, charity, the heritage industry , and “civil service”.
Dr S Mathews, Head of History
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Mathematics

BOARD
EDEXCEL

Linear A level

Why study mathematics?

“I enjoy studying mathematics because it is a great qualification
and really stretches me beyond GCSE.”
Component

Pure
Mathematics

1
Pure
Mathematics

2

Statistics
and
Mechanics

Nature of assessment

Written exam
2 hours

Written exam
2 hours

Written exam
2 hours

%
weighting

Subject content

Proof, algebra and functions, coordinate
geometry, sequences and series,
trigonometry, exponentials and logarithms,
differentiation, integration, vectors.
Proof, algebra and functions, coordinate
geometry, sequences and series,
trigonometry, differentiation, integration,
numerical methods.
Statistics: sampling, data presentation and
interpretation, probability, statistical
distributions, hypothesis testing.
Mechanics: Quantities and units,
kinematics, forces and Newton’s laws,
moments.

33.33%

33.33%

33.33%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.edexcel.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
Higher tier GCSE mathematics passed at grade 7 or above highly recommended.
Study beyond the classroom:
The course is entirely assessed on the final examinations however there is a strong requirement for
students to consolidate their learning independently in order to succeed in the subject.
To be a successful mathematician you need to:
Have a desire to delve deeper into the methods encountered which is a trait of a successful A level
mathematician. Starting homework promptly in order to allow advice to be sought is a good habit to
foster.

Students who have studied mathematics at Derby High have gone on to:
Study a wide and varied range of subjects at university such as mathematics itself, engineering or any
of the sciences. It is an incredibly flexible qualification.

Mr R Dodson, Head of Mathematics
17

Further Mathematics

BOARD
EDEXCEL

Linear A level

Why study further mathematics?

“I enjoy studying further maths because you get a great deal of
autonomy over course content, the lessons are intensive but in a really
good way – we get absolutely loads done!”

Component

Nature of
assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

Further Pure
Mathematics 1

Written exam
1.5 hours

Proof, complex numbers, matrices, further algebra and
functions, further calculus, further vectors

25%

Further Pure
Mathematics 2

Written exam
1.5 hours

Complex numbers, further algebra and functions, further
calculus, polar coordinates, hyperbolic functions,
differential equations .

25%

Further
Mathematics
Option 1

Written exam
1.5 hours

Decision Mathematics 1

25%

Further
Mathematics
Option 2

Written exam
1.5 hours

Further Mechanics 1

25%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.edexcel.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
Grade 8 at GCSE mathematics is an essential requirement for further mathematics. Anyone wishing to
study further mathematics must also be studying A level mathematics.
Study beyond the classroom:
The pace of the combined mathematics and further mathematics course necessitates a clear and
methodical approach to study. Students will need to consolidate learning in their own time and be
disciplined in completing homework.

To be a successful further mathematician you need to:
Pick up new and varied topics very quickly and be able to apply them accurately.
About Further Mathematicians:
A level further mathematicians are highly sought after and their profile often fits with those who
secure places at Oxbridge as well as in the medical disciplines. There is obviously also a clear link to
mathematics, engineering and the sciences where the deeper experience benefits greatly.

Mr R Dodson, Head of Mathematics
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Modern Languages

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study modern languages?

“Learning a world language is the key to opening so many doors.”
Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

Paper 1

Listening, Reading +
Writing
Exam: 2 hours 30 mins

Aspects of society: current trends and issues,
artistic culture, aspects of political life, translation

50% of A Level

Paper 2

Writing
Exam: 2 hours

One essay on a set film and one on a set text
One text or film in the foreign language

20% of A Level

Speaking
Exam: 21 - 23 mins

Discussion of a sub-theme based on a stimulus card
Presentation and discussion of an individual
research project

30% of A Level

Paper 3

(including 5 mins
preparation time)

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
You are required to have taken Higher papers in the Listening and Reading exams at GCSE, achieving a
minimum of grade 6.

Study beyond the classroom:
There will be additional opportunities for speaking practice outside the timetabled lessons.
A list of resources for independent study is given to each student.
To be a successful linguist you need to:
Be interested in developing your knowledge of how a language works.
Be interested in the intellectual challenge presented by a wide range of issues.
Be willing to express your ideas verbally, to improve your accent and fluency.
Students who have studied languages at Derby High have gone on to:
University at the Sorbonne and prestigious U.K. universities, studying Medicine, Law, Business
Accountancy and Teaching.

Miss S Kelliher, Head of Modern Foreign Languages
19

Music

BOARD
BOARD
EDEXCEL
EDUQAS

Linear A Level

Why study music?

“I enjoy studying music because it combines academic
challenge and practical skills which will be useful in
any line of further education .”

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

1

Performing

Solo/ensemble performing as an instrumental/
vocalist
Option A you will need 3 pieces which should last
between 10 – 12 minutes
Option B you need 2 pieces which must last between
8 – 10 minutes

35% or 25%

2

Composing

Composing to a brief and a free composition

35% or 25%

3

Written exam

Set work analysis, comparison and contextual study
You will study music from a wide variety of styles

40%

Component

If you would like further information, visit the eduqas website:
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/music-as-a-level/#tab_overview

Subject specific entry requirements:
GCSE level 6, grade 5 theory is desirable and a performance level of grade 6.
Study beyond the classroom:
We offer instrumental and vocal tuition on an individual basis in purpose-built practice rooms.
There are opportunities to perform throughout the year, including Christmas concerts in school and at
Derby Cathedral, the house music competition, spring concerts, musical theatre productions, choral
society concerts and recitals. Our ensembles include choirs, chapel choir, wind band, orchestra, jazz
band, string orchestra, flute choir and other chamber groups.
To be a successful musician you need to:
Have a love of music and be curious about all musical styles and traditions; be a confident and skilled
performer; be self-motivated and disciplined in your practice routine; be creative and enjoy developing
musical ideas.
Students who have studied music at Derby High have gone on to:
Study music at degree level at institutions including Cambridge, Bristol and Nottingham University.
Study teaching with a music specialism at Universities in Reading and Liverpool.
Study for a degree in another subject or an apprenticeship in a related field.
Music students have many transferable skills. Being a musician means you are a good communicator,
good at teamwork, self-disciplined and have an understanding of other cultures. Careers in the music
industry are varied and can include becoming a professional musician, teaching, music therapy, sound
engineering, teaching, publishing, creating music for film, television or the gaming industry.
Mrs R Lesley, Head of Music
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Physical Education

Linear A Level

Why study physical education?

“I enjoy studying physical education because it is in depth and
well contextualised; it leads to many diverse careers involving the
body and movement.”
Component

Nature of assessment

1

Written Examination

2

Written Examination

3

Internally assessed,
externally moderated

%
weighting

Subject content

Factors affecting participation in physical
activity and sport
Factors affecting optimal performance in
physical activity and sport
Practical performance in
physical activity and sport

35%
35%
30%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
ww.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
It is not a requirement that you should have studied Physical Education at GCSE level in order to take
an A Level course in this subject.
Several topics, however, covered in the course are developments of work covered at GCSE but others
are new.
Grade 6 or above in GCSE PE or a science would be highly beneficial.
Study beyond the classroom:
Watch and listen to live sport!
Read newspapers and articles related to sport and physical activity in the world today.
Take part in sport regularly at a representative level .
To be a successful A level PE student you need to:
Have a very good level of performance, with a keen interest in sport, recreation, and P.E.
Have a lively and enquiring mind and a willingness to explore new ideas.
Have an aptitude in scientific principles.

Students who have studied PE at Derby High have gone on to:
University study in sports science, physiotherapy.
Careers in sports coaching, teaching, sports management.
Sports physio at Manchester University.

Miss B Stirland, Director of Sport
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Physics

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study physics?

“I enjoy studying physics because it helps me solve problems in
everyday life and build future skills. It satisfies my love of
learning new things and every lesson is an adventure!
Component

Nature of assessment

1

Written exam: 2 hours
85 marks

2

Written exam: 2 hours
85 marks

3

Written exam: 2 hours
80 marks

%
weighting

Subject content

Measurements and their errors; particles
and radiation; waves; mechanics and
materials; electricity.
Thermal physics; fields and their
consequences: nuclear physics.

34% of A level
34% of A level

Compulsory section - Practical skills and data
analysis. Choice of options: medical physics
or engineering physics or astro physics

32% of A level

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Why study physics:
We enjoy studying physics because it is gives you a deeper understanding of how the Universe works
and you can really see concepts coming to life through applications and practical work. It is a vast
subject which fits well with so many other subjects, improves thinking and analytical skills and is really
enjoyable to study.
Subject specific entry requirements:
You will need grade 7 in GCSE or IGCSE physics or grades 7/7 in GCSE combined science. It is desirable,
but not essential, to study Mathematics alongside Physics A level. However, you should have a good
pass in GCSE Maths (grade 7 and above), in order to access this course. Maths help is readily available
for those not studying Maths.
Study beyond the classroom:
Sixth form students have the chance to visit the Large Hadron Collider at CERN as well as take part in
an annual sixth form options trip and other opportunities throughout the year as they arise.
To be a successful A level physicist you need to:
Be curious! Be careful and persistent about developing your problem solving skills. Be patient and
collect all the relevant information to be able to evaluate the problem. Be able to develop your ability
to explain ideas accurately using key vocabulary.
Students who have studied physics have gone on to:
University study in physics, engineering, medicine and veterinary science, economics and business
studies and careers in medicine, finance, scientific research, theatre production and law.

Mrs J Orr, Head of Physics
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Politics

BOARD
EDEXCEL

Linear A Level

Why study politics?

“As young people , our views are often ignored in the wider world .
This leads young people to become disinterested in politics as they
feel they can do nothing anyway. I believe this is wrong. These
issues will define the sort of world in which we will be adults,
long after some of the people making the decisions are gone .”

Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

1

Written exam
2 hours

UK Politics and Core ideologies
Democracy, Parties, Elections, Voting and Media
and Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism

33.3%

2

Written exam
2 hours

3

Written exam
2 hours

UK Government and Optional ideologies
(Feminism)
The Constitution, Parliament, Prime Minister
and the Executive, Relations between the
branches
Comparative Politics (USA)
Constitution and federalism, Congress,
presidency, Supreme Court and civil rights,
democracy and participation, comparative
approaches

33.3%

33.3%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.edexcel.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
Minimum grade 6 in English GCSE.
Study beyond the classroom:
A trip to the Houses of Parliament and the Supreme Court in the L6.
Students will be expected to keep up to date with current affairs.
To be a successful politics student you need to:
Be prepared to debate and discuss events.
Be able to form substantiated opinions as well as respecting opposing views.
Keep up to date with the news.
Students who have studied politics have gone on to:
Politics, sociology, ethics, advertising or journalism at university. The study of Politics develops
research, written communication and debating skills. It is an asset for many occupations. It is highly
regarded by employers in industries including politics, international organisations, the media,
government and the civil service.

Mrs J Bower-Gormley, Head of Politics
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Psychology

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why study psychology?

“I enjoy studying psychology because it is interesting and
relatable . The science of mind and behavior, Psychology strives to
understand why people think and behave in the ways that they
do.”
Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

%
weighting

Paper 1

Exam 2hrs (multiple
choice, short answer
and extended writing
questions).

Introductory Topics in Psychology: Social
Influence, Memory, Attachment,
Psychopathology

33.3%

Paper 2

Exam written 2 hrs
(as paper 1)

Psychology in Context: Approaches in
Psychology, Biopsychology, Research Methods.

33.3%

Paper 3

Exam written 2 hrs
(as paper 1)

Issues and Options in Psychology: Forensic,
Relationships and Stress.

33.3%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:

It is not a requirement that you have studied Psychology at GCSE level to take this course.

GCSE Grade 6 in at least one science and mathematics.
Study beyond the classroom:

Subscription to journals and periodicals is provided by school and students are expected to read
beyond the exam syllabus.

You should have a broad interest in the subject and the specific topic areas, and keep yourself
informed of current psychological issues.
To be a successful psychology student you need to:

Be able to express your ideas concisely in a scientific manner.

Realise that biological concepts and research/statistical analysis are part of the course.
Students who have studied psychology at Derby High have gone on to:
University courses including law, medicine, psychology, teaching, dentistry, vet science and social work.

Ms L Howard, Head of Psychology
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Religious Studies

BOARD
OCR

Linear A Level

Why choose religious studies?

"I enjoy studying Religious Studies because by developing a deeper
understanding of philosophy, religion and ethics we learn to
develop our own reasoning and judgements.We regularly have
thought provoking debates."
Component

1
2
3

Nature of assessment

Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours
Written exam:
2 hours

%
weighting

Subject content

Philosophy of Religion

33.33%

Religion & Ethics

33.33%

Development in religious thought

33.33%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.ocr.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
The OCR Religious Studies specification contributes to an understanding of religious, philosophical and
ethical issues and is accessible to all. It builds upon, but is not dependent on, prior knowledge of the
subject at GCSE. The specification aims to inspire students to engage with major issues relevant to the
21st Century and to acquire knowledge and gain a critical understanding of these. It also helps students
develop analytical and evaluative skills which will prepare them for higher education and for the world
of work.
Study beyond the classroom:
A Level Religious Studies Conferences.
Subscriptions to academic articles are provided by school and students are expected to read beyond
the exam syllabus.
To be a successful Religious Studies student you need to:
· Be curious about the world we live in and the nature of our existence- how did the universe begin,
can we prove God's existence, why is there so much evil and suffering, how should humans behave,
what makes actions morally acceptable, how can we define good and bad, right and wrong?
· Enjoy exploring these questions through discussion, debate, research and critical thinking.
Students who have studied Religious Studies at Derby High have gone on to:
Study a wide range of subjects at University including law, medicine, psychology, theology and
philosophy, politics, teaching, dentistry, vet science, MFL and social work as well as a variety of
business-related courses. A Level Religious Studies is a respected subject and helps you to develop
widely transferable and desirable skills.

Miss L Wilson, Head of RS
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Theatre Studies

BOARD
AQA

Linear A Level

Why choose theatre studies?

“I enjoy studying theatre studies because you are completely free to
be yourself; it gives you confidence , leadership skills and allows
you to feel comfortable on stage .”
%
weighting

Component

Nature of assessment

Subject content

1

Open book exam:
3 hours

Drama and theatre
Study of two set plays
Analysis and evaluation of the work of live theatre makers

40%

2

Working notebook
Devised
performance
Moderated
performance

Creating original drama
Process of creating devised drama
Performance of devised drama

30%

3

Performance of
Extract 3
Externally marked
Reflective report

Making theatre
Practical exploration and interpretation of 3 extracts.
Prescribed practitioner applied to extract 3
Reflective report evaluating theatrical interpretation of all 3
extracts.

30%

If you would like further information, please ask Derby High teachers, or consult the subject specific web page at:
www.aqa.org.uk

Subject specific entry requirements:
It is not essential to have studied Drama GCSE if you have shown a commitment to extra-curricular
Drama activities, and you are predicted a minimum grade 6 in English Literature.
Study beyond the classroom:
Students will need to be prepared to visit the theatre regularly, and take part in rehearsals for their
group performance.
To be a successful Theatre Studies student you need to:
Be prepared to be flexible and experimental, trying out different theatrical styles and assessing their
impact and success.
Negotiate with others to produce performances that are creative and dynamic.
Build on the skills of interpretation and analysis that are gained in English Literature, but also apply
theory to develop exciting and original performances.
Synthesize design and performance elements to fully realise a text in performance.
Students who have studied Theatre Studies at Derby High have gone on to:
University study in law; English literature; directing; acting on the West End stage; touring actor;
Edinburgh Fringe festival.
Mrs F Garma Supran, Head of Theatre Studies
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Enrichment
Enrichment is the umbrella term for the extra activities students can do to acquire additional
transferable skills whilst working towards their A Levels. At Derby High enrichment activities include
academic qualifications such as the Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) and the WJEC Level 3
Certificate in Food Science and Nutrition as well as recognised awards schemes such as the Engineering
Education Scheme (EES) and Duke of Edinburgh (Silver & Gold Awards). Young Enterprise has been
replaced by our own regional equivalent competition.
Some careers also require extensive work experience or shadowing and this can count as enrichment
too. Students are advised about what they will need to do to stand out from the crowd.
In addition, there are plenty of opportunities to participate in performing arts and sport, which are also
excellent chances to develop and evidence transferable skills such as confidence, resilience and
teamwork.

BOARD
AQA

Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)

Students in the Lower Sixth have the opportunity to take the Extended Project Qualification. A weekly
double lesson is allocated for this. Initially, all the students will receive a number of teaching sessions
on essential study skills; this will also give each individual the time to decide which course is right for
them. All students are, of course, encouraged to keep up to date with current affairs and to continue to
read widely.
This qualification is equivalent to half an A level but at the A2 academic level, thereby having the
possibility of an A* grade.
It requires the student’s genuine interest in, and strong commitment to a topic of their choice, perhaps
developing from one or more of their study areas or a personal interest. The critical factors of
motivation, time and project management, and independent research and evaluation are highly
attractive to universities and employers, in applications and at interviews. The project may take the
form of an extended essay of 5000 words, or the creation of an artefact, or an exhibition, performance
or event. Receiving a number of hours of taught skills is a compulsory element.
From the start, a teacher will be designated as the student’s supervisor and will confirm the suitability
of the topic and the form, title and aims. With support, the student will plan, research, carry out and
evaluate the project, keeping a log throughout as evidence of all development stages. On its
completion, the student must deliver a presentation to a suitable audience. The supervisor will assess
all aspects of the project and the marks will be moderated internally and externally.
EPQ students are strongly encouraged to join other sixth form students when there is a visiting
speaker.

Mrs E Smith, EPQ Coordinator
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WJEC Level 3 Certificate in Food Science and Nutrition
Food is at the centre of our lives. It provides us with the energy to survive and keeps our bodies
healthy. It gives us the enjoyment of sharing with friends and family and it’s fun to make.
The Level 3 Certificate will explore all aspects of Food and Nutrition in both theory and practice. It will
provide a thorough understanding of nutrition applied to specific dietary needs – particularly relevant
to students wishing to enter medicine, dentistry, nursing and other related science subjects. This is
extremely beneficial to those who did not take GCSE Food and Nutrition, as university interview boards
expect a solid understanding of the benefits of a healthy balanced diet. All theory will be put into
practice with fortnightly practical sessions to develop students’ skills.
The qualification consists of an external exam and an internally assessed ‘real life’ project which will
enable students to develop highly prized ‘soft’ skills including team working, organisation,
communication and self-motivation.
The Certificate attracts equivalent UCAS points to the old AS level and will be taught over two years as
part of the enrichment programme during timetabled hours. For further information, please see the
Head of Food and Nutrition.

Mrs L Davies, Head of Food & Nutrition

Truly Educated and Sport Curriculum
Truly Educated is a programme that is run through sixth form to prepare our students for modern life.
It aims to develop our students’ knowledge and skills so they can successfully navigate sixth form and
post Sixth Form transitions.
Visiting speakers and specialists within Derby High will be running several of the sessions. The topics
covered include health and relationship education, substance misuse awareness, young driver
education, career and university education, interview and employability skills, effective and responsible
social media usage, financial education and cooking on a budget. The core course will include
teambuilding activities and social sport options such as benchball, netball, basketball and badminton as
well as the use of the school fitness suite.
Mr M Wesley, Truly Educated Coordinator

Mrs S Goodman, Deputy Head of Sixth Form
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Gold Award
Derby High School, as a Duke of Edinburgh Licenced Centre, is able to deliver all levels of the DofE
Award Scheme. Each award level consists of a Volunteering, Physical, Skills and an Expedition Section
where participants complete a minimum of 1 hour per week over a set period of time. The section and
expedition timescales vary depending on the level and a residential section must be undertaken at
Gold Level. The expedition section is delivered by our own qualified staff who are able to enrol, train,
lead and assess all participants. At gold level sixth formers can take advantage of a number of extracurricular activities, including their EPQ, which can count towards their gold award.
The DofE award gives you the chance to do something completely new and improve on things you are
already doing. It takes you out of your comfort zone and into a place where you will push yourself and
have amazing new experiences.
A DofE Award, particularly at gold level, is an enormously valuable achievement and is recognised and
valued by colleges, universities and employers. You will have the chance to build confidence, work as a
team, communicate, problem solve, and learn resilience which are attributes sought by all sectors of
society. As well as developing new friendship groups, you will have a brilliant time.
The benefits of becoming involved in the DofE scheme cannot be understated; participants have the
opportunity to explore possible career paths through their volunteer work, discover hidden talents,
improve upon their existing skill sets, and fine tune their communication and problem-solving abilities.
This programme also enables young people to learn about the importance of taking the initiative, being
responsible for their actions and managing their time well. Perhaps most significantly, it boosts their
self-confidence, as they see that they are in fact capable of achieving the goals which they have set for
themselves.
Mrs S Peake, D of E Manager
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Business Enterprise Competition
Students are able to participate in the very exciting Business Enterprise Competition (BEC). This
scheme gives students practical business experience and the opportunity to expand their knowledge
beyond the scope of their A Levels.
Students divide themselves into teams and run their own companies, with the students being the
decision makers. They elect their own MD and board members and assign roles. They make products
and use social media platforms to market these products.
They sell the products at events throughout the year. Winning teams are selected on profit, but there
are also prizes for best speaker and best team work to name just a few.
The company is expected to meet together with their volunteer business advisor throughout Lower
Sixth. Companies must be committed to working as a team and MDs are expected to delegate tasks as
appropriate.
As well as gaining valuable experience in the running of a successful business, working as a team and
meeting people from business and industry, university admissions and prospective employers are
always impressed with this type of business competition involvement. Every year the students who
have participated in the competition are able to draw extensively from their experience when writing
their personal statements for university applications.
Mr G King, Head of Social Sciences

Gold Industrial Cadets
The Gold Industrial Cadet Award is a prestigious award which gives students the chance to experience
working for an engineering company on a real project. Students work in teams of up to 6 along with a
mentor from a local company such as Rolls Royce, JCB or Bombardier. Last year our team, working with
Rolls Royce, designed and built a prototype charging vehicle for the record breaking, electrically
powered, aircraft the Spirit of Innovation.
The project starts with a launch in October where the team members practice their team building and
problem solving skills as well as learning the tools of professional report writing and project
management.
In mid January they get to work on their project at the state of the art facilities at Loughborough
University’s STEMLab. This phase of the project sees them using computer aided design, large
engineering machinery as well as coding devices such as arduinos to build their model prototype.
At the end of the Spring Term the team submits a detailed industry standard report on their work and
at the Celebration and Assessment Day in May they get to showcase their project as well as present to
a panel of industry expert judges.
The programme builds many employability skills such as time and project management, budget
handling, team working and problem solving. It can be used as a DofE skill and leads to a gold CREST
award and a gold industrial cadet award. Cost of registration is currently £90 +VAT.
Mrs J Orr, Head of Physics
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Library & Resources
Library
The Library Resource Centre (LRC) aims to provide a safe inclusive and accessible space for all students
and staff, nurturing a love of reading and encouraging curiosity by providing resources to support
enquiry led learning and developing research skills.
A user-friendly, web based library management system ensures students can gain access to the
catalogue from school and home as well as databases and subscriptions services. Sixth form students
are able to use the LRC during free periods for independent study. As well as table space for formal
study, there is comfortable seating available for times when students need a wellbeing break or just
want to relax with a book. The library has a bank of laptops, a set of PCs and wi-fi should students wish
to use their own laptops.
The Library Resource Centre is open during the school day and fully staffed until 5.30pm each day.
A team of student library assistants support the running of the library during break and lunchtime, and
along with Mrs Huskisson, are always happy to help with any enquiries.
The material provided and programme of events reflects the intellectual, physical, emotional and
spiritual development of all students enabling them to become responsible, well rounded and
confident adults.
Mrs R Huskisson, Librarian
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Pastoral Care, Support & Guidance
All sixth formers will be part of a small tutor group of
approximately ten students, supported by a sixth form
tutor. The sixth form tutor team has a wealth of
experience and knowledge in all aspects of pastoral care
and support. In tutor time, students receive guidance on
matters such as university applications, maintaining a
work-life balance and physical and mental
wellbeing. There is also time to speak with other
members of the tutor group as well as with their tutor.
In addition to tutor time, our timetabled weekly ‘Truly
Educated’ sessions educate our students about
pertinent issues such as online safety, managing your
finances as you transition to adult life and how to
ensure you can cook and eat healthily once you move
out of home.
It is sometimes assumed that when students join the
sixth form of a school they will need to learn to cope
with less of the pastoral care, support and guidance
they have become used to lower down school. This is
absolutely not the case. Whilst we aim to raise our
students’ levels of personal resilience, emotional
intelligence and self-sufficiency inside and outside of
school, we also know that this does not happen overnight and that from time to time many of our
students will need support to reach their full potential. As well as form tutors, subject tutors, the
Deputy Head of Sixth Form and Head of Sixth Form, our School Chaplain Jo Whitehead is available to
meet with any student who needs one-off or more regular ongoing support relating to a specific issue
or problem.
In common with the rest of the school, parents are informed in a clear and timely manner about key
events, initiatives and dates via the School’s HighPost system. Whilst we increasingly treat our young
people as adults and speak to them directly about any issues, the channels of communication through
Tutors and the Head of Sixth Form are always open for parents. There are various formal points of
contact with parents about student progress throughout sixth form, however, parents are also
encouraged to be in contact with any queries or concerns at any time. Additional information evenings
for parents at key points throughout the sixth form also help to keep parents informed.

Mrs C Bellman, Assistant Head (Pastoral)
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Careers
Careers information and advice is an integral part of our
Truly Educated programme and is delivered in accordance
with the Gatsby Benchmarks, which relate to the quality of
careers education. Careers guidance starts from the very
beginning of Year 12 and students have a broad range of
opportunities to develop their employability skills including
contact with employers and outside speakers. All post-18
options, including apprenticeships and university degrees in
the UK and overseas, are explored.
To allow the successful delivery of a comprehensive careers
programme, students are provided with an account with
Unifrog, an online platform, which allows students to
research, collate and store information about specific career
pathways which interest them. Furthermore, they are able
to build a portfolio of professional documents including a
personal statement and a CV, and maintain an up to date
record of all academic and extracurricular achievements.
Unifrog also provides personality profiling and psychometric
profiling, as well as access to a vast range of webinars.
Parents are also provided with a login to the platform, so
that they, too, can research the wealth of careers resources it has to offer.

Students are encouraged to attend day and residential courses to find out more about specific career
opportunities, as well as to undertake work experience. We have a great deal of contacts who can
provide assistance with securing suitable placements; it is essential that students undertake significant
periods of work experience if they wish to pursue careers in fields such as medicine, dentistry,
veterinary science, law or teaching, to name but a few.
At Derby High School we recognise that impartial careers guidance and advice is key to ensuring that
all of our students are fully informed of the range of career opportunities and pathways available to
them. They are encouraged and supported to maximise the options open to them, and most
importantly, they are empowered to make career decisions which enable them to manage their own
career development successfully and confidently.
Miss C Riley, Head of Careers
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Scholarships
There are a range of Scholarships available to students joining our Sixth Form.
For students in Year 11 at Derby High the Scholarship process takes place in the Autumn Term. For
students new to the School, Scholarship applications can be made at any point during the academic
year but we recommend the Autumn Term. Candidates must sit a subject specific scholarship paper in
the chosen academic subject. We also offer co-curricular Scholarships in sport, music, art & design
technology and drama which would involve an audition and interview.
The school also operates a means tested Assisted Places scheme for qualifying families who would like
their children to benefit from a Derby High School education but who would find it difficult to meet the
full fee. No combination of Scholarship and Assisted Place would cover more than 50% of the total
tuition fees.
For further information about the Scholarships available please contact Kristy Orpwood, Registrar.

Entry and Admissions
Entry Requirements
Grade requirements: The expected minimum requirement for entry to the Sixth Form at Derby High
School is seven full GCSE passes at grades 9 - 6, (English and Maths at grade 5 or above) including
meeting any subject specific requirements as detailed in this booklet. Any student who finds they do
not quite meet the requirements will be considered on an individual basis, taking into account all of the
circumstances.

The Admissions Process for New Students
Please ring or email the Kristy Orpwood, Registrar, on 01332 514267 or
admissions@derbyhigh.derby.sch.uk to arrange an informal tour of the school with the Head and one
of our sixth formers.
Following your visit the Registrar will contact you to arrange a Taster Day. This will give you the
opportunity to meet students in Years 12 and 13 and attend some lessons in subjects in which you
might be interested. At the start of your visit you will be issued with a timetable for the day and
buddies will ensure you know where you are going. You will also have the opportunity to meet the
Head of Sixth Form, Mr Gallagher.
If you are interested in applying for a Scholarship you will usually spend an additional morning in
school, within two weeks of your Taster Day. Applications for sixth form are handled individually and
there is no specific timeframe. As far as possible, we will tailor arrangements to meet your needs.
After the Taster Day and, if applicable, the assessment for an award, the Head will write with a formal
offer of a place which is subject to the entry requirements being met and a satisfactory
reference. Should you accept your offer, we will ensure that you have opportunities to attend further
events in school that will help you to build friendships prior to joining sixth form.
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T: 01332 514267
E: admissions@derbyhigh.derby.sch.uk

www.derbyhigh.derby.sch.uk
Derby High School, Hillsway, Littleover, Derby, DE23 3DT
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